Abstract-We present new lower and upper bounds for the compression rate of binary prefix codes optimized over memoryless sources according to two related exponential codeword length objectives. The objectives explored here are exponential-average length and exponential-average redundancy. The first of these relates to various problems involving queueing, uncertainty, and lossless communications, and it can be reduced to the second, which has properties more amenable to analysis. These bounds, some of which are tight, are in terms of a form of entropy and/or the probability of an input symbol, improving on recently discovered bounds of similar form. We also observe properties of optimal codes over the exponential-average redundancy utility.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among Shannon's many observations in the seminal paper on information theory was that, by increasing block size, the compression rate of a block code for a memoryless source can get arbitrarily close to the source entropy rate. In particular, given a block of Shannon entropy H bits, prefix coding methods such as Huffman coding can code the block with an expected length L, where L ∈ [H, H + 1). If p i ∈ (0, 1) is the probability of the ith item, which has a codeword of length l i , then where lg log 2 and the sum is, without loss of generality, taken over the n possible items. A constant absolute difference translates into an arbitrarily close-to-entropy compression ratio as blocks grow in size without bound. The lower bound is fundamental to the definition of entropy, while the upper bound is easily seen by observing the suboptimal Shannon code. This code, that in which an event of probability p is coded into a codeword of length ⌈− lg p⌉, will always have expected length less than H + 1 and never have expected length less than L.
This unit-sized bound is preserved even for many nonlinear optimization criteria. Such criteria are encountered in a variety of lossless compression problems in which expected length is no longer the value to minimize. In particular, consider
Minimizing this utility solves several problems involving compression for queueing [1] , compression with uncertainty [2] , one-shot communications [3] , and unreliable communications [4] . It is closely related to Rényi entropy
in the sense that, for α = 1/(1 + lg a),
Limits define Rényi entropy for 0, 1, and ∞, so that
(the logarithm of the number of events in p),
(the Shannon entropy of p), and
(the min-entropy). Over a constant p, entropy is nonincreasing over α [5] . L a is also closely related to exponential-average redundancy or exponential redundancy
If we substitute d = lg a and
we find
This transformation -shown previously in [6] -provides a reduction from L a to R d , allowing bounds for the former to apply -with the addition of the entropy term -to the latter.
For both the traditional and exponential utilities, we can improve on the unit-sized bound given the probability of one of the source events. This was first done with the constraint that the given probability be the most probable of these events [7] , but here, as in some subsequent work [4] , [8] , [9] , we drop this constraint. Without loss of generality, we call the source symbols {1, 2, . . . , n} = X (from most to least probable), and call the symbol with known probability j; that is, p j is known, but not necessarily j itself.
In traditional linear optimization, upper and lower bounds for R d are known such that probability distributions can be found achieving or approaching these bounds [8] , [9] ; i.e., they are tight. In the exponential cases, [4] took a ↑ ∞ (d ↑ ∞) and a ↓ 1 (d ↓ 0), using inequality relations to find not-necessarilytight bounds on these problems in terms of tight bounds for the limit cases. The goal here is to improve the bounds.
We seek to find an upper bound ω d (p j ) and lower bound o d (p j ) such that, for every probability distribution p, optimal codeword lengths l satisfy:
For such values, (3) results in:
denotes the utility for optimal lengths given p and a. Thus we can restrict ourselves to exponential redundancy, which is more amenable to the analysis used here.
II. APPLICATIONS
Most applications of the exponential length utility concern only a > 1 (d > 0 for the redundancy equivalent). The first known application, introduced in Humblet's dissertation [1] , [10] , is in a queueing problem originally posed by Jelinek [11] . Codewords coding a random source are temporarily stored in a finite buffer; these are chosen such that overflow probability is minimized.
Another application considers a source with uncertain probabilities, one in which we only know that the relative entropy between the actual probability mass function and p is within a known bound [2] . A third, more recent application, omitted in the interest of brevity but described in [4] , is a modified case of the application in the next paragraph.
An application for a < 1 involves single-shot communications with a communication channel having a window of opportunity of geometrically-distributed length (in bits) [3] . If the distribution has parameter a, the probability of successful transmission is
Maximizing this is equivalent to minimizing (1). The solution is trivial for a ≤ 0.5 (d ≤ −1), a case not covered by Rényi entropy, and thus not applicable here.
III. BOUNDS
The variation of the Huffman algorithm which finds an optimal code for exponential redundancy differs as follows: While Huffman coding inductively pairs the two lowest probabilities (weights) w x and w y , combining them into an item weighted f (w x , w y ) w x + w y , optimizing exponential redundancy requires the combined item to be weight
The optimality of this is shown in [12] and can illustrated with an exchange argument (e.g., [13, pp. 124-125] for the linear case). An exchange argument also inductively illustrates that such an algorithm, depending on how ties are broken, can achieve any optimal set of codeword lengths: Clearly the only optimal code is obtained for n = 2. Let n ′ be the smallest n for which there is a set of {l i } that is optimal but cannot be obtained via the algorithm. Since {l i } is optimal, consider the two smallest probabilities, p n ′ and p n ′ −1 . In this optimal code, two items having these probabilities (although not necessarily items n ′ − 1 and n ′ ) must have the longest codewords and must have the same codeword lengths. Otherwise, we could exchange the codeword with a longer codeword corresponding to a more probable item and improve the utility function, showing nonoptimality. Merge these two items into one with probability f d (p n ′ , p n ′ −1 ), as per the algorithm. Because of the nature of f d , this is a reduced problem, i.e., an equivalent optimization to the original problem. This means that there is a set of lengths optimal for this problem such that all nonmerged items are identical to the corresponding l i , while the merged item is simply one shorter than the longest l i . Since we inductively assumed all optimal length sets could be produced for n ′ − 1, the assumption is verified for all n. Related observations form the following theorem, similar to that in [4] for a non-exponential utility:
Theorem 1: Suppose we apply (4) to find a Huffmanlike code tree in order to minimize exponential redundancy R d (p, l) for d > −1. Then the following holds for any optimal l: 1) For d > 0, items are always merged by nondecreasing weight and the total probability of any subtree is no greater than the weight of the (root of the) subtree. For d < 0, the total probability of any subtree is no less than the weight of the subtree. 2) The weight of the root of the coding tree is w root = 2
, then an optimal code can be represented by a complete tree, that is, a tree with leaves at depth ⌊lg n⌋ and ⌈lg n⌉ only (with i 2 −li = 1).
Proof: Again we use induction, this time using trivial base cases of sizes 1 and 2, and assuming the propositions true for sizes n − 1 and smaller. We assume without loss of generality that, for size n, items n − 1 and n are the first to be merged. We use weight terminology (w) instead of probabilities (p) because reduced problems need not have weights sum to 1.
The subtree part of the first property considers subtrees of size n, not necessarily the whole coding tree. All we need to have a successful reduction to size n − 1 is to show the following:
for d > 0, and
for d ∈ (−1, 0), with equality in either case if and only if w x = w y . The inequalities are due to the identical property of the generalized mean in [14, 3.2.4] :
with, in this case, m = 2, a 1 = 2w x , a 2 = 2w y , and t as 1 + d in (5) (left-hand side of (7)) and 1 on (6) (right-hand side of (7)). It immediately follows in the d > 0 case that f d (w x , w y ) > w x . Thus, the first two weights of the entire tree merge form a weight no less than either original weight, and all remaining weights are also no less that those two weights. Call the resulting lengths l ′ . To prove the second property, note that, after merging the aforementioned two least weighted items, we have n − 1 weights, and thus a conforming reduced problem. Call the combined weight w ′ c . Then
where the third equality is due to l n−1 = l n and (4). The third property is shown via the operation of the algorithm from start to finish: First note that i 2 −li = 1 for any tree created using the Huffman-like procedure, since all internal nodes have two children. Now think of the procedure as starting with a priority queue of input items, ordered by nondecreasing weight from head to tail. After merging two items, obtained from the head, into one compound item, that item is placed back into the queue. Since we are using a priority queue, the merged item is placed such that its weight is no smaller than any item ahead of it and is smaller than any item behind it.
In keeping items ordered, we obtain an optimal coding tree. A first derivative test shows that f d is nondecreasing on both inputs for any d. Thus merged items are created in nondecreasing weight. If
, the first merged item can be inserted to the tail of the queue; since merged items are created in nondecreasing weight, subsequent items are as well. This is a sufficient condition for a complete tree being optimal [3, Lemma 2] .
Next is our main result: Theorem 2: Suppose we know d > −1 (d = 0) and one p j of probability mass function p for which we want to find the optimal code l under exponential redundancy. Consider functions
making transitions between λ and λ + 1 at
with transitions between µ and µ + 1 at
These improve bounds on the optimal code, and the upper bound is a strict inequality, in that
Moreover, the lower bounds are achievable given p 1 and the upper bounds are approachable given p 1 ≥ 0.5. In addition, for p j < 0.5 and d < 0, we have the following secondary upper bound:
(9) Proof: 1) Lower bound: The lower bound calculation is: 
≥ 2 − lg q = (2 ln − 2 ln−lj ) −1 .
As an example of the improvement these bounds offer, we revisit the examples of [4] , which consider minimizing L a over Benford's distribution [19] , [20] : p i = log 10 (i + 1) − log 10 (i), i = 1, 2, . . . 9 for a = 0.6 and a = 2 given p 1 . The bounds of [4] show that optimal L 0.6 for such a p 1 must lie in [2.372 . . . , 2.707 . . .). This is identical to the application of the current result, which should not surprise, as the prior bounds apply and are tight in cases where we can show -as in this case -that l 1 = 1. A more interesting case is that of a = 2, for which the prior bounds, [3.039 . . . , 3.910 . . .], are superseded by the tighter [3.051 . . . , 3.863 . . .); optimal L 2 = 3.099 . . ..
